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Abstract—We study the problem of distributed information
bottleneck, in which multiple encoders separately compress their
observations in a manner such that, collectively, the compressed
signals preserve as much information as possible about another
signal. The model generalizes Tishby’s centralized information
bottleneck method to the setting of multiple distributed encoders.
We establish single-letter characterizations of the information-
rate region of this problem for both i) a class of discrete
memoryless sources and ii) memoryless vector Gaussian sources.
Furthermore, assuming a sum constraint on rate or complexity,
for both models we develop Blahut-Arimoto type iterative algo-
rithms that allow to compute optimal information-rate trade-offs,
by iterating over a set of self-consistent equations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The information bottleneck (IB) method was introduced by
Tishby [1] (see [2] for an earlier equivalent formulation of the
IB problem) as an information-theoretic principle for extract-
ing the relevant information that some signal Y ∈ Y provides
about another one, X ∈ X , that is of interest. The approach
has found remarkable applications in supervised and unsuper-
vised learning problems such as classification, clustering and
prediction, wherein one is interested in extracting the relevant
features, i.e., X , of the available data Y [3], [4]. Perhaps
key to the analysis, and development, of the IB method is its
elegant connection with information-theoretic rate-distortion
problems. Recent works show that this connection turns out
to be useful also for a better understanding of deep neural
networks [5]. Other connections, that are more intriguing, exist
also with seemingly unrelated problems such as hypothesis
testing [6] or systems with privacy constraints [7].

Motivated by applications of the IB method to settings
in which the relevant features about X are to be extracted
from separately encoded signals, we study the model shown
in Figure 1. Here, X is the signal to be predicted and
(Y1, . . . , YK) are correlated signals that could each be relevant
to extract one or more features of X . The features could be
distinct or redundant. We make the assumption that the signals
(Y1, . . . , YK) are independent given X . This assumption holds
in many practical scenarios. For example, the reader may think
of (Y1, ..., YK) as being the results of K clinical tests that are
performed independently at different clinics and are used to
diagnose a disease X . A third party (decoder or detector) has
to decide without access to the original data. In general, at
every encoder k there is a tension among the complexity of the
encoding, measured by the minimum description length or rate
Rk at which the observation is compressed, and the informa-
tion that the produced description, say Uk, provides about the
signal X . The relevance of (U1, . . . , UK) is measured in terms
of the information that the descriptions collectively preserve
about X; and is captured by Shannon’s mutual information
I(U1, . . . , UK ;X). Thus, the performance of the entire system

Fig. 1. A model for distributed information bottleneck (D-IB).

can be evaluated in terms of the tradeoff between the vector
(R1, . . . , RK) of minimum description lengths and the mutual
information I(U1, . . . , UK ;X).

In this paper, we study the aforementioned tradeoff among
relevant information and complexity for the model shown in
Figure 1. First, we establish a single-letter characterization
of the information-rate region of this model for discrete
memoryless sources. In doing so, we exploit its connection
with the distributed Chief Executive Officer (CEO) source
coding problem under logarithmic-loss distortion measure
studied in [8]. Next, we extend this result to memoryless
vector Gaussian sources. Here, we prove that Gaussian test
channels are optimal, thereby generalizing a similar result
of [9] and [10] for the case of a single encoder IB setup.

In a second part of this paper, assuming a sum constraint
on rate or complexity, we develop Blahut-Arimoto [11] type
iterative algorithms that allow to compute optimal tradeoffs
between information and rate, for both discrete and vector
Gaussian models. We do so through a variational formulation
that allows the determination of the set of self-consistent
equations satisfied by the stationary solutions. In the Gaussian
case, the algorithm reduces to an appropriate updating of
the parameters of noisy linear projections. Here as well, our
algorithms can be seen as generalizations of those developed
for the single-encoder IB method, for discrete sources in [1]
and for Gaussian sources in [10]; as well as a generalization of
the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm proposed in [12] for the CEO
source coding problem for K = 2 and discrete sources, to
K ≥ 2 encoders and for both discrete and Gaussian sources.

Notation: Upper case letters denote random variables, e.g.,
X; lower case letters denote realizations of random variables,
e.g., x; and calligraphic letters denote sets, e.g., X . The cardi-
nality of a set is denoted by |X |. For a random variable X with
probability mass function (pmf) PX , we use PX(x) = p(x),
x ∈ X for short. Boldface upper case letters denote vectors or
matrices, e.g., X, where context makes the distinction clear.
For an integer n ∈ N, we denote the set [1, n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}.
We denote by DKL(P,Q) the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between the pmfs P and Q. For a set of integers K ⊆ N, XK
denotes the set XK = {Xk : k ∈ K}. For a zero-mean vector
X we define the matrices Σx := E[XXH ]; Σx,y := E[XYH ],
and Σx|y := Σx −Σx,yΣ−1y Σy,x.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider the discrete memoryless D-IB model shown in
Figure 1. Let {Xi, Y1,i, . . . , YK,i}ni=1 = (Xn, Y n1 , . . . , Y

n
K)

be a sequence of n independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random variables with finite alphabets X ,Yk, k ∈ K :=
{1, . . . ,K} and joint pmf PX,Y1,...,YK

. Throughout this paper,
we make the assumption that the observations at the encoders
are independent conditionally on X , i.e.,

Yk,i −
−Xi −
− YK/k,i for k ∈ K and i ∈ [1, n]. (1)

Encoder k ∈ K maps the observed sequence Y nk to an index
Jk := φk(Y nk ), where φk : Ynk → Mk is a given map
and Mk := [1,M

(n)
k ]. The index Jk is sent error-free to the

decoder. The decoder collects all indices JK := (J1, . . . , JK)
and then estimates the source Xn as X̂n = g(n)(JJ ), where
g(n) :M1 × · · · ×ML → X̂n is some decoder map and X̂n
is the reconstruction alphabet of the source.

The quality of the reconstruction is measured in terms of the
n-letter relevant information between the unobserved source
Xn and its reconstruction at the decoder X̂n, given by

∆(n) :=
1

n
I(Xn; g(n)(φ

(n)
1 (Y n1 ), . . . , φ

(n)
K (Y nK))). (2)

Definition 1. A tuple (∆, R1, . . . , RK) is said to be achievable
for the D-IB model if there exists a blocklength n, encoder
maps φ(n)k for k ∈ K, and a decoder map g(n), such that

Rk ≥
1

n
logM

(n)
k , k ∈ K, and ∆ ≤ 1

n
I(Xn; X̂n). (3)

where X̂n = g(n)(φ
(n)
1 (Y n1 ), . . . , φ

(n)
K (Y nK)). The information-

rate region RIB is given by the closure of all achievable rates
tuples (∆, R1, . . . , RK).

We are interested in characterizing the region RIB. Due to
space limitations, some results are only outlined or provided
without proof. We refer to [13] for a detailed version.

III. INFORMATION-RATE REGION CHARACTERIZATION

In this section we characterize the information-rate region
RIB for a discrete memoryless D-IB model. It is well known
that the IB problem is essentially a source-coding problem
where the distortion measure is of logarithmic loss type [14].
Likewise, the D-IB model of Figure 1 is essentially a K-
encoder CEO source coding problem under logarithmic loss
(log-loss) distortion measure. The log-loss distortion between
sequences is defined as

dLL(xn, x̂n) := − 1

n
log

(
1

x̂n(xn)

)
, (4)

where x̂n = s(xn|jK) and s is a pmf on Xn.
The rate-distortion region of the K-encoder CEO source

coding problem under log-loss, with K ≥ 2 which we denote
hereafter as RDCEO, has been established recently in [8,
Theorem 10] for the case in which the Markov chain (1) holds.

We first state the following proposition, the proof of which
is easy and omitted for brevity.

Proposition 1. A tuple (∆, R1, . . . , RK) ∈ RIB if and only
if (H(X)−∆, R1, . . . , RK) ∈ RDCEO.

Proposition 1 implies that [8, Theorem 10] can be applied
to characterize the information-rate region RIB as given next.

Theorem 1. In the case in which the Markov chain (1) holds,
the rate-information region RIB of the D-IB model is given by
the set of all tuples (∆, R1, . . . , RK) which satisfy for S ⊆ K

∆ ≤
∑

k∈S
[Rk−I(Yk;Uk|X,Q)] + I(X;USc |Q), (5)

for some joint pmf p(q)p(x)
∏K
k=1 p(yk|x)

∏K
k=1 p(uk|yk, q).

A. Memoryless Vector Gaussian D-IB
Consider now the following memoryless vector Gaussian

D-IB problem. In this model, the source vector X ∈ CN

is Gaussian and has zero mean and covariance matrix Σx,
i.e., X ∼ CN (0,Σx). Encoder k, k ∈ K, observes a noisy
observation Yk ∈ CMk , that is given by

Yk = HkX + Nk, (6)

where Hk ∈ CMk×N is the channel connecting the source
to encoder k, and Nk ∈ CMk , k ∈ K, is the noise vector
at encoder k, assumed to be Gaussian, with zero-mean and
covariance matrix Σnk

, and independent from all other noises
and the source vector X.

The studied Gaussian model satisfies the Markov chain (1);
and thus, the result of Theorem 1, which can be extended
to continuous sources using standard techniques, characterizes
the information-rate region of this model, denoted by RG

IB.
Next theorem characterizes RG

IB, shows that the optimal test
channels PUk|Yk

, k ∈ K, are Gaussian and that there is not
need for time-sharing, i.e., Q = ∅.
Theorem 2. If (X,Y1, . . . ,YK) are jointly Gaussian as in
(6), the information-rate region RG

IB is given by the set of all
tuples (∆, R1, . . . , RL) satisfying that for all S ⊆ K

∆ ≤
∑

k∈S
[Rk + log |I−Bk|] + log

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

k∈Sc

H̄H
k BkH̄k + I

∣∣∣∣∣ ,

for some 0 � Bk � I and where H̄k = Σ
−1/2
nk HkΣ

1/2
x . In

addition, the information-rate tuples in RG
IB are achievable

with Q = ∅ and p∗(uk|yk, q) = CN (yk,Σ
1/2
nk (Bk − I)Σ

1/2
nk ).

Proof. An outline of the proof is given in Appendix A.

IV. COMPUTATION OF THE INFORMATION RATE REGION
UNDER SUM-RATE CONSTRAINT

In this section, we describe an iterative Blahut-Arimoto
(BA)-type algorithm to compute the pmfs PUk|Yk

, k ∈ K,
that maximize information ∆ under sum-rate constraint, i.e.,
Rsum :=

∑K
k=1Rk, for tuples (∆, R1, . . . , RK) in RIB. From

Theorem 1 we have:

Rsum := convex-hull{(∆, Rsum) : ∆ ≤ ∆sum(Rsum)}, (7)

where we define the information-rate function

∆sum(R) :=max
P

min

{
I(X;UK), R−

K∑

k=1

I(Yk;Uk|X)

}
,

and where the optimization is over the set of K conditional
pmfs PUk|Yk

, k ∈ K, which, for short, we define as

P := {PU1|Y1
, . . . , PUK |YK

}. (8)

Next proposition provides a characterization of the pairs
(∆, Rsum) ∈ Rsum in terms of a parameter s ≥ 0.
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Proposition 2. Each tuple (∆, Rsum) on the information rate
curve ∆ = ∆sum(Rsum), can be obtained for some s ≥ 0, as
(∆s, Rs), parametrically defined by

(1 + s)∆s = (1 + sK)H(X) + sRs −min
P

Fs(P), (9)

Rs = I(YK;U∗K) +
K∑

k=1

[I(Yk;U∗k )− I(X;U∗k )], (10)

where P∗ are the pmfs yielding the minimum in (9) and

Fs(P) := H(X|UK) + s
K∑

k=1

[I(Yk;Uk) +H(X|Uk)]. (11)

Proof. The proof of Proposition 2 follows along the lines of
[12, Theorem 2] and is omitted for brevity. Note that the rate
expression in Theorem 1 is different to that in [12].

From Proposition 2, the information-rate function can be
computed by solving (9) and evaluating (10) for all s ≥ 0. In-
spired by the standard Blahut-Arimoto (BA) method [11], and
following similar steps as for the BA-type algorithm proposed
in [12] for the CEO problem with K = 2 encoders, we show
that problem (9) can be solved with an alternate optimization
procedure, with respect to P and some appropriate auxiliary
pmfs QUk

, QX|Uk
, k ∈ K and QX|U1,...,UK

, denoted as

Q := {QU1 , . . . , QUK
, QX|U1

, . . . , QX|UK
, QX|U1,...,UK

}.
To this end, we define the function F̄s(·) and write (9) as a
minimization over the pmfs P and pmfs Q, where

F̄s(P,Q) := − s
K∑

k=1

H(Uk|Yk)− s
K∑

k=1

EUk
[log q(Uk)]

− s
K∑

k=1

EX,Uk
[log q(X|Uk)]− EX,UK [log q(X|UK)]. (12)

Lemma 1. We have
F ∗ := min

P
Fs(P) = min

P
min
Q

F̄s(P,Q). (13)

Algorithm 1 describes the steps to successively minimize
F̄s(P,Q) by optimizing a convex problem over P and over
Q at each iteration. The proof of Lemma 1 and the steps of the
proposed algorithm are justified with the following lemmas,
whose proofs are along the lines of Lemma 1, Lemma 2,
Lemma 3 in [12], and are omitted due to space limitations.

Lemma 2. F̄s(P,Q) is convex in P and convex in Q.

Lemma 3. For fixed pmfs P, F̄s(P,Q) ≥ Fs(P) for all pmfs
Q, and there exists a unique Q that achieves the minimum
minQ F̄s(P,Q) = Fs(P), given by

Q∗Uk
= PUk

, Q∗X|Uk
= PX|Uk

, k ∈ K, (14)

Q∗X|U1,...,Uk
= PX|U1,...,UK

, (15)

where PUk
, PX|Uk

and PX|U1,...,UK
are computed from P.

Lemma 4. For fixed Q, there exists a P that achieves the
minimum minP F̄s(P,Q), where PUk|Yk

is given by

p∗(uk|yk) = q(uk)
exp (−ψs(uk, yk))∑

uk∈Uk q(uk) exp(−ψs(uk, yk))
, (16)

for uk ∈ Uk and yk ∈ Yk, k ∈ K, and where we define

ψs(uk, yk) :=DKL(PX|yk ||QX|uk
) (17)

+
1

s
EUK\k|yk [DKL(PX|UK\k,yk ||QX|UK\k,uk

))].

Algorithm 1 BA-type algorithm for the Discrete D-IB

1: input: pmf PX,Y1,...,Yk
, parameter s ≥ 0.

2: output: optimal P ∗Uk|Yk
, pair (∆s, Rs).

3: initialization Set t = 0 and set P(0) with p(uk|yk) = 1
|Uk|

for uk ∈ Uk, yk ∈ Yk, k = 1, . . . ,K.
4: repeat
5: Compute Q(t+1) as (14) and (15) from P(t).
6: Compute P(t+1) as (16) from Q(t+1) and P(t).
7: t← t+ 1.
8: until convergence.

Algorithm 1 essentially falls in the Successive Upper-Bound
Minimization (SUM) framework [15] in which F̄s(P,Q) acts
as a globally tight upper bound on Fs(P). Algorithm 1
provides a sequence P(t) for each iteration t, which converges
to a stationary point of the optimization problem (13).
Proposition 3. Every limit point of the sequence P(t) gener-
ated by Algorithm 1 converges to a stationary point of (13).
Proof. Let Q∗(P) := arg minQ F̄s(P,Q). From Lemma 3,
F̄s(P,Q

∗(P′)) ≥ F̄s(P,Q∗(P)) = Fs(P) for P′ 6= P. It fol-
lows that Fs(P) and F̄s(P,Q∗(P′)) satisfy [15, Proposition 1]
and thus F̄s(P,Q∗(P′)) satisfies A1-A4 in [15]. Convergence
to a stationary point of (13) follows from [15, Theorem 1].
Remark 1. The resulting set of self consistent equations (14),
(15) and (17) satisfied by any stationary point of the D-IB
problem, remind that of the original IB problem [9]. Note the
additional divergence term in (17) for encoder k averaged
over the descriptions at the other K \ k encoders.

V. COMPUTATION OF THE INFORMATION RATE REGION
FOR THE VECTOR GAUSSIAN D-IB

Computing the maximum information under sum-rate con-
straint from Theorem 2 is a convex optimization problem on
Bk, which can be efficiently solved with generic tools. Alter-
natively, next we extend Algorithm 1 for Gaussian sources.

For finite alphabet sources the updates of Q(t+1) and
P(t+1) in Algorithm 1 are simple, but become unfeasible for
continuous alphabet sources. We leverage on the optimality
of Gaussian descriptions, shown in Theorem 2, to restrict the
optimization of P to Gaussian distributions, which are easily
represented by a finite set of parameters, namely its mean
and covariance. We show that if P(t) are Gaussian pmfs, then
P(t+1) are also Gaussian pmfs, which can be computed with
an efficient update algorithm of its representing parameters. In
particular, if at time t, the k-th pmf P (t)

Uk|Yk
is given by

Ut
k = At

kYk + Ztk, (18)

where Ztk ∼ CN (0,Σzt
k
); we show that for P(t+1) updated

as in (16), P (t+1)
Uk|Yk

corresponds to Ut+1
k = At+1

k Yk + Zt+1
k ,

where Zt+1
k ∼ CN (0,Σzt+1

k
) and At+1

k ,Σzt+1
k

are updated as

Σzt+1
k

=

((
1 +

1

s

)
Σ−1

ut
k|x
− 1

s
Σ−1

ut
k|ut
K\k

)−1
, (19)

At+1
k =Σ−1

zt+1
k

((
1 +

1

s

)
Σ−1

ut
k|x

At
k(I−Σyk|xΣ−1yk

)

−1

s
Σ−1

ut
k|ut
K\k

At
k(I−Σyk|ut

K\k
Σ−1yk

)

)
. (20)

The detailed update procedure is given in Algorithm 2.
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Remark 2. Algorithm 2 generalizes the iterative algorithm
for single encoder Gaussian D-IB in [10] to the Gaussian D-
IB with K encoders and sum-rate constraint. Similarly to the
solution in [10], the optimal description at each encoder is
given by a noisy linear projection of the observation, whose
dimensionality is determined by the parameter s and the
second order moments between the observed data and the
source of interest, as well as a term depending on the observed
data with respect to the descriptions at the other encoders.

A. Derivation of Algorithm 2
In this section, we derive the update rules in Algorithm 2

and show that the Gaussian distribution is invariant to the
update rules in Algorithm 1, in line with Theorem 2.

First, we recall that if (X1,X2) are jointly Gaussian, then

PX2|X1=x1
= CN (µx2|x1

,Σx2|x1
), (21)

where µx2|x1
:= Kx2|x1

x1, with Kx2|x1
:= Σx2,x1

Σ−1x1
.

Then, for Q(t+1) computed as in (14) and (15) from P(t),
which is a set of Gaussian distributions, we have

Q
(t+1)
X|uk

= CN (µx|ut
k
,Σx|ut

k
), Q

(t+1)
X|uK = CN (µx|ut

K
,Σx|ut

K
).

Next, we look at the update P(t+1) as in (16) from given
Q(t+1). First, we have that p(utk) is the marginal of Ut

k, given
by Ut

k ∼ CN (0,Σut
k
) where Σut

k
= At

kΣyk
At,H
k + Σzt

k
.

Then, to compute ψs(utk,yk), first, we note that

EUK\k|yk [DKL(PX|UK\k,yk ||QX|UK\k,uk
)] (22)

=DKL(PX,UK\k|yk ||QX,UK\k|uk
)−DKL(PUK\k|yk ||QUK\k|uk

),

and that for two generic multivariate Gaussian distributions
P1 ∼ CN (µ1,Σ1) and P2 ∼ CN (µ2,Σ2) in CN ,

DKL(P1, P2) =(µ1 − µ2)HΣ−12 (µ1 − µ2)

+ log |Σ2Σ
−1
1 | −N + tr{Σ−12 Σ1}. (23)

Applying (22) and (23) in (17) and noting that all involved
distributions are Gaussian, it follows that ψs(utk,yk) is a
quadratic form. Then, since p(utk) is Gaussian, the product
log(p(utk) exp(−ψs(utk,yk))) is also a quadratic form, and
identifying constant, first and second order terms, we can write

log p(t+1)(uk|yk) =Z(yk) + (uk − µut+1
k |yk

)HΣ−1
zt+1
k

· (uk − µut+1
k |yk

), (24)

where Z(yk) is a normalization term independent of uk, and

Σ−1
zt+1
k

=Σ−1
ut

k
+ KH

x|ut
k
Σ−1

x|ut
k
Kx|ut

k

+
1

s
KH

xut
K\k|ut

k
Σ−1

xut
K\k|ut

k
Kxut

K\k|ut
k

− 1

s
KH

ut
K\k|ut

k
Σ−1

ut
K\k|ut

k
Kut

K\k|ut
k
, (25)

µut+1
k |yk

=Σzt+1
k

(
KH

x|ut
k
Σ−1

x|ut
k
µx|yk

+
1

s
Kx,ut

K\k|ut
k
Σ−1

x,ut
K\k|ut

k
µx,ut

K\k|yk

−1

s
Kut

K\k|ut
k
Σ−1

ut
K\k|ut

k
µut
K\k|yk

)
. (26)

This shows that p(t+1)(uk|yk) is a Gaussian distribution and
that Ut+1

k |{Yk = yk} is distributed as CN (µut+1
k |yk

,Σzt+1
k

).

Algorithm 2 BA-type algorithm for the Gaussin Vector D-IB

1: input: covariance Σx,y1,...,yk
, parameter s ≥ 0.

2: output: optimal pairs (A∗k,Σz∗k), k = 1, . . . ,K.
3: initialization Set randomly A0

k and Σz0
k
� 0, k ∈ K.

4: repeat
5: Compute Σyk|ut

K\k
and update for k ∈ K

Σut
k|x = At

kΣyk|xAt,H
k + Σzt

k
(27)

Σut
k|ut
K\k

= At
kΣyk|ut

K\k
At,H
k + Σzt

k
, (28)

6: Compute Σzt+1
k

as in (19) for k ∈ K.
7: Compute At+1

k as (20), k ∈ K.
8: t← t+ 1.
9: until convergence.

Next, we simplify (25) and (26) to obtain the update rules
(19) and (20). From the matrix inversion lemma, similarly to
[10], for (X1,X2) jointly Gaussian we have

Σ−1x2|x1
= Σ−1x2

+ KH
x1|x2

Σ−1x1|x2
Kx1|x2

. (29)

Applying (29), in (25) we have

Σ−1
zt+1
k

= Σ−1
ut

k|x
+

1

s
Σ−1

ut
k|xut

K\k
− 1

s
Σ−1

ut
k|ut
K\k

, (30)

=

(
1 +

1

s

)
Σ−1

ut
k|x
− 1

s
Σ−1

ut
k|ut
K\k

, (31)

where (31) is due to the Markov chain Uk −
−X−
−UK\k.
Then, also from the matrix inversion lemma, we have for

jointly Gaussian (X1,X2),

Σ−1x2|x1
Σx1,x2Σ

−1
x1

= Σ−1x2
Σx1,x2Σ

−1
x1|x2

. (32)

Applying (32) in (26), for the first term, we have

KH
x|ut

k
Σ−1

x|ut
k
µx|yk

=Σ−1
ut

k|x
Σx,ut

k
Σ−1x µx|yk

(33)

=Σ−1
ut

k|x
At
kΣyk,xΣ−1x Σx,yk

Σ−1yk
yk

=Σ−1
ut

k|x
At
k(I−Σyk|xΣ−1yk

)yk, (34)

where Σx,ut
k

= At
kΣyk,x; and (34) is due to the definition of

Σyk|x. Similarly, for the second term, we have

Kxut
K\k|ut

k
Σ−1

xut
K\k|ut

k
µx,ut

K\k|yk

=Σ−1
ut

k|xut
K\k

At
k(I−Σyk|xut

K\k
Σ−1yk

)yk, (35)

=Σ−1
ut

k|x
At
k(I−Σyk|xΣ−1yk

)yk, (36)

where we use Σut
k,xu

t
K\k

= At
kΣyk,xut

K\k
; and (36) is due to

the Markov chain Uk −
−X−
−UK\k. For the third term,

Kut
K\k|ut

k
Σ−1

ut
K\k|ut

k
µut
K\k|yk

=Σ−1
ut

k|ut
K\k

At
k(I−Σyk|ut

K\k
Σ−1yk

)yk. (37)

Equation (20) follows by noting that µut+1
k |yk

= At+1
k yk,

and that from (26) At+1
k can be identified as given in (20).

Finally, we note that due to (18), Σut
k|x and Σut

k|ut
K\k

are
given as in (27) and (28), where Σyk|x = Σnk

and Σyk|ut
K\k

can be computed from its definition.
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VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we consider the numerical evaluation of
Algorithm 2, and compare the resulting relevant information
to two upper bounds on the performance for the D-IB: i)
the information-rate pairs achievable under centralized IB
encoding, i.e., if (Y1, . . . , YK) are encoded jointly at a rate
equal to the total rate Rsum = R1+ · · ·+RK , characterized in
[10]; ii) the information-rate pairs achievable under centralized
IB encoding when Rsum →∞, i.e., ∆ = I(X;Y1, . . . , YK).

Figure 2 shows the resulting (∆, Rsum) tuples for a Gaus-
sian vector model with K = 2 encoders, source dimension
N=4, and observations dimension M1 =M2 =2 for different
values of s calculated as in Proposition 2 using Algorithm 2,
and its upper convex envelope. As it can be seen, the dis-
tributed IB encoding of sources performs close to the Tishby’s
centralized IB method, particularly for low Rsum values.

APPENDIX A
Let (X,U) be two complex random vectors. The con-

ditional Fischer information is defined as J(X|U) :=
E[∇ log p(X|U)∇ log p(X|U)H ], and the MMSE is given by
mmse(X|U) := E[(X−E[X|U])(X−E[X|U])H ]. Then [16]

log |(πe)J−1(X|U)|≤h(X|U)≤ log |(πe)mmse(X|U)|. (38)

We outer bound the information-rate region in Theorem 1
for (X,YK) as in (6). For q ∈ Q and fixed

∏K
k=1 p(uk|yk, q),

choose Bk,q , k ∈ K satisfying 0 � Bk,q � Σ−1nk
such that

mmse(Yk|X,Uk,q, q) = Σnk
−Σnk

Bk,qΣnk
. (39)

Such Bk,q always exists since 0 � mmse(Yk|X,Uk,q, q) �
Σ−1nk

, for all q ∈ Q, and k ∈ K. We have from (5),

I(Yk; Uk|X, q) ≥ log |Σnk
| − log |mmse(Yk|X,Uk,q, q)|

= − log |I−Σ1/2
nk

Bk,qΣ
1/2
nk
|, (40)

where the inequality is due to (38), and (40) is due to (39).
Let B̄k :=

∑
q∈Q p(q)Bk,q . Then, we have from (40)

I(Yk; Uk|X, Q) ≥ −
∑

q∈Q
p(q) log |I−Σ1/2

nk
Bk,qΣ

1/2
nk
|

≥ − log |I−Σ1/2
nk

B̄kΣ
1/2
nk
|, (41)

where (41) follows from the concavity of the log-det function
and Jensen’s inequality. On the other hand, we have

I(X; USc,q|q) ≤ log |Σx| − log |J−1(X|USc,q, q)| (42)

= log

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

k∈Sc

Σ1/2
x HH

k Bk,qHkΣ
1/2
x +I

∣∣∣∣∣ , (43)

where (42) is due to (38); and (43) is due to to the following
equality connecting the MMSE matrix (39) and the Fisher
information as in [16]–[19] (We refer to [13] for details):

J(X|USc,q, q) =
∑

k∈Sc

HH
k Bk,qHk + Σ−1x . (44)

Similarly to (41), from (43) and Jensen’s Inequality we have

I(X; USc |Q) ≤ log

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

k∈Sc

Σ1/2
x HH

k B̄kHkΣ
1/2
x + I

∣∣∣∣∣ . (45)

Substituting (41) and (45) in (5) and letting Bk :=

Σ
−1/2
nk B̄kΣ

−1/2
nk gives the outer bound. The proof is com-

pleted by noting that the outer bound is achieved with Q = ∅
and p∗(uk|yk, q) = CN (yk,Σ

1/2
nk (Bk − I)Σ

1/2
nk ).
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Fig. 2. Information vs. sum-rate for vector Gaussian D-IB with K = 2 en-
coders, source dimension N = 4, and observation dimension M1 =M2 = 2.
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